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Abstract—The interactive technical electronic book, TechE-
Book, currently under development at the University of 
Central Florida, provides a useful tool for engineers and 
scientists through unique features compared to the most 
used traditional electrical circuit textbooks available in the 
market. TechEBook has comprised the two worlds of classi-
cal circuit books and an interactive operating platform such 
as laptops and desktops utilizing Java Virtual Machine op-
erator. The TechEBook provides an interactive applets 
screen that holds many modules, in which each had a spe-
cific application in the self learning process. 
This paper describes one of the interactive techniques in the 
TechEBook known as, QuizMe, for evaluating the readers’ 
performance and the overall understanding for all subjects 
at any stage. The QuizMe will be displayed after each sec-
tion in the TechEBook for the user to evaluate his/her un-
derstanding, which introduces the term me-learning, as a 
comprehensive full experience for self or individualized 
education.  
In this paper, a practical example of applying the QuizMe 
feature is discussed as part of a basic electrical engineering 
course currently given at the University of Central Florida. 
Index Terms—QuizMe, Tool, Electrical Circuits, Interactive 
book. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The interactive TechEBook consists of 16 chapters, a 
total of 75 sections representing typical content for the 
introductory circuit course at most universities. Each sec-
tion discusses a new theory and concept that are supported 
with examples and problems [1]. Different topics are pre-
sented in discussion text material that provides full under-
standing of the concept. At the end of each section, 
QuizMe modules are provided to quiz the students’ under-
standing of the section. Also, TutorMe, modules are part 
of each section, that are intended to help understanding 
basic concepts in a step-by-step manner [2]. The Design 
and the Practical Relevance modules are set to enhance 
the student thinking about real life problems and also 
teach students how to relate the theories they have learned 
with practical applications.  
QuizMe was built not only to assess students’ under-
standing of the main concepts, but to help instructors in 
collecting some cumulative database about their students’ 
performance. This is all done by using software that was 
specially developed for this application, using Java pro-
gramming language. QuizMe gives instructors, in any 
educational institution, a full control in terms of the ability 
to add, edit or delete questions and their answers, in addi-
tion to monitor the overall performance of the students by 
referring to the database that includes the answers. The 
different project components are described next. 
II. THE METHODS REPRESENTED IN QUIZME 
A. Project Challenges 
The different natures and types of problems provided in 
QuizMe create an engaging laboratory environment for 
students. The variety of the problems given in each differ-
ent section is meant to test the students’ understanding in 
the classroom through four different difficulty levels. Each 
question has four properties; the hardness level that re-
flects the difficulty level of the question, the different 
groups that categorizes questions into symbolic or nu-
merical questions, the collection, concept, where for each 
topic there are a group of concepts that the instructors 
need to address, so they make sure that at least one ques-
tion is selected in the quiz from each concept, and at last 
the time can be controlled by the instructor for each ques-
tion. 
These properties are also meant to challenge students 
from different backgrounds and levels of understanding. 
Students only interested in understanding the general con-
cept without going deep in solving more enhanced exam-
ples can still do this through the first two levels of diffi-
culties. The different types of questions provided by 
QuizMe enhance the learning process by defining the 
competencies and deficiencies of the individual being 
tested. They also identify specific problem areas and 
needs, through evaluating the individual's performance in 
each key concept. 
B. Project Components 
The learning process is measured by the student 
achievements, which can be evaluated as accomplished 
successfully or not through the feedbacks on the quiz at 
the end of each section. The four different flavors pro-
vided by QuizMe is the main aspect in the enhancement of 
student achievement. It also provides the instructor with a 
unique teaching strategy that allows the students to start 
with understanding the concept of a certain section (levels 
1 and 2) and then move on to solving more challenging 
problems (levels 3 and 4). At the end of each QuizMe 
section, the instructors can review feedback reports which 
will provide information on the level of understanding and 
cumulative statistics that the students gained from that 
section.  
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Figure 1.  JPanel question 
 
C. Project Features 
The quality feature is achieved through the unique 
overall set of problems provided which adds a distinguish-
ing characteristic to the EBook. The applicability is ad-
dressed through the different set of problems provided and 
finally the impact on the learning process can be measured 
by the students’ overall understanding. The big pool of 
questions for each section is meant to keep students fo-
cused on each subject individually until they grasp the 
needed understanding for that part. Students will be able 
to test their understanding by taking quizzes and evaluat-
ing their performance in each section. The main outcome 
will be better quality students through a studies end-to-end 
learning process. 
III. PROBLEMS WRITING, TOOL MODULES AND 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
The quiz at the end of each section contains ten prob-
lems selected from a pool of problems saved in the data-
base. Most questions are associated with a circuit image 
and multiple answer choices in which one is correct. Dif-
ferent values for questions that have numerical representa-
tion potential are also in the database. The program ran-
domly picks a number for each component within a cer-
tain range and calculates the correct answer along with 
other multiple wrong answers. The student can take the 
quiz multiple times. The QuizMe software is programmed 
in a way that at each time the student takes the quiz, new 
problems and new values of the components are selected. 
In another words, no similar numerical problem can ap-
pear twice to the same student. 
Next, the different classes developed for QuizMe pur-
poses are described. The JAppletQuiz is an extension class 
of the java’s JApplet and is the main container of all the 
software objects. The JPanelQuestion on the other hand is 
an extended class of the java swing object JPanel, and is 
the main screen that the software displays for students [3]. 
The JPanelQuestion has the questions and all the related 
data that includes the circuit image, calculator, and timer. 
Students are given the option to toggle between questions 
either by moving forward or backward, or by referring to 
the questions indication panel with the key color code.  
Students will be able to see what questions did they an-
swer already, which ones are marked and which ones are 
not answered yet. JPanelQuestion interface is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
The final report will be a screen display that allows stu-
dents to view the right and wrong answers, grades, and the 
opportunity to retake the quiz for the same section. 
The Editors view and the Managers view are the inter-
faces for the instructors to edit, modify and load the ques-
tions. In the Editors view, instructors can comment on 
questions (ex: for teaching assistants to modify), add ques-
tions, and even see all the images attached to every ques-
tion and modify the different answers. The Managers view 
is where the instructors can modify the selection criteria, 
decide how many numerical questions to have, and put 
certain constraints on the quiz for better student evalua-
tion. The Editors view is shown in Fig. 2. 
The students’ performance information data like grades, 
number of quiz attempts and sections already tested are 
saved in the program in a class specially developed called 
the QuizState. Finally, class DBConn is the program’s 
interface with the database, where questions are selected 
according to the selection criteria, edited, modified and 
deleted from the data base. 
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Figure 2.  Editors view 
 
The QuizMe tool was evaluated by comparison to some 
other tools used for the same purpose. As a result, all the 
other tools offer traditional testing environment, without 
giving the students the opportunity to use the features pro-
posed in the QuizMe tool. These features include the mul-
tiple attempts provided for students to enhance their un-
derstanding by giving them the opportunity to solve more 
questions. The QuizMe tool also adapt itself with the 
readers’ understanding level by increasing the difficulty 
level of questions each time the reader gets the correct 
answer but stays at the same level if it was answered 
wrong. Fig. 3 shows three different circuit hardness levels 
increasing from left to right, respectively. The level of 
hardness selection criteria is summarized in Fig. 4. The 
student starts the quiz with level one difficulty. After each 
exam attempt, the program estimates the grade based on 
the answers. If the student wishes to retake the exam, two 
status checks take place; when the grade is eight or more; 
the next exam will increase the level of hardness, but if the 
grade was more than six, then the next exam will display a 
mixture of the current hardness level and the next. If the 
grade was less than six, the student will have the same 
hardness level exam repeated again. The selection crite-
rion is based on choosing one question per collection for 
each quiz, with the same hardness. Whenever a question is 
selected, the class DBConn places a flag on the question 
in the database, to indicate that it has been selected and to 
avoid selecting it again within the same Quiz.  
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A survey of 54 students of different majors from the 
Principle in Electrical Engineering (EGN 3373) class at 
the University of Central Florida was conducted and re-
sults were analyzed. 26% of the students believe that the 
quiz is a good tool for improving the understanding of the 
concepts in the class, while 37% think that their under-
standing have been improved after using the software. On 
the other hand, 24% reported that the quiz was not the 
only reason behind the understanding of the concepts but 
the method is good and user friendly, and 11% reported 
that the quiz was not effective for them. Fig. 5 reports the 
two survey questions about the clarity of questions and the 
used software. Most answers came positive, and the stu-
dents expressed their willingness to use this tool for all 
their courses. 
 
Figure 3.  Different hardness circuits for the same concept 
 
Figure 4.  Hardness selection criteria 
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Figure 5.  Conducted survey 
 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
There is no doubt that learning is the world’s new lan-
guage of communication and knowledge delivery, and 
TechEBook has been used to translate streaked old circuit 
basic books to a new well developed and easy to use tool. 
This paper, addresses the TechEBook friendly environ-
ment, QuizMe, feature in particular. It presents a new 
electronic, interactive and adaptive method to maximize 
the students learning experience, in their self learning 
process (me-learning) and increase their understanding in 
any given topic. 
The main purpose of the QuizMe technique is to give a 
well established and fair feedback, and give different ways 
on how to improve in any certain subject. The overall as-
sessment of 54 students who took the QuizMe module 
resulted in nearly 79% of students welcoming the new tool 
which reflects the importance of this on-line quiz tool. 
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